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Abstract: Digital therapeutics, evidence-based treatments delivered through software programs, are
revolutionizing healthcare by utilizing cutting-edge computing technologies. Unlike conventional
medical treatment methods, digital therapeutics are based on multiple information technologies,
from data collection to analysis algorithms, and treatment support approaches. In this research,
we provide a comprehensive overview of the latest technologies involved in the development of
digital therapeutics and highlight specific technologies necessary for the future growth of the rapidly
evolving digital therapeutics market. Furthermore, we present a system design of digital therapeutics
for depression, currently being developed by our research team, to provide a detailed explanation of
the technical process. Digital therapeutics require various technical supports, such as collecting user
data in a security-enhanced medical environment, processing and analyzing the collected data, and
providing personalized treatment methods to the user. The findings from this research will enable
digital therapeutic companies to enhance their product performance, consequently bolstering their
market competitiveness. Additionally, the research can be further extended to explore applicable
methodologies at different stages of digital therapeutic environments.
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1. Introduction

An international nonprofit organization, the Digital Therapy Alliance (DTA), defines
digital therapy as evidence-based therapy interventions driven by high-quality software
programs to prevent, manage, or treat a medical disorder or disease [1]. In essence, digital
therapy aims to alleviate symptoms or continuously manage certain disorders by pro-
viding users with clinically validated medical software programs. Recently, the digital
therapeutics (DTx) market has experienced rapid growth, particularly in the wake of the
COVID-19 pandemic.

As defined by the DTA, DTx includes technology that provides disease prevention,
management, and treatment [2]. In detail, DTx may require a predictive machine learning
model for prevention, a recommendation system for providing treatment, and a user classi-
fication algorithm that can offer treatment according to the user’s continuously updated
condition for management. Currently, most of the Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-
certified DTx products are in the form of prescribing treatments for patients diagnosed by
physicians in hospitals and treating their diseases [3]. Therefore, even if the provided DTx
is a system for treatment, diagnostic technology will also be important to understand the
current user’s condition in order to take advantage of software that can adapt to varying
situations. To summarize, DTx may not be easily categorized as prevention, diagnosis,
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or treatment, as seen in the current medical system, and a comprehensive system should be
pursued regardless of the specific focus.

The outbreak of COVID-19 has become an opportunity for the global digital therapeu-
tic market to experience explosive growth and attract increased attention. According to
recent meta-analysis research [4], the average number of patients suffering from mental
illnesses such as major depressive episodes and anxiety disorders has increased by more
than 15 percent due to the COVID-19 pandemic, and the demand for digital healthcare
has risen due to limited medical access. Owing to these circumstances, countries such as
the United Kingdom, Germany, and Australia have implemented measures such as easing
regulations on digital treatments related to mental illness or even providing affordable
digital treatments through national medical insurance budgets [5,6]. In addition, the U.S.
has accelerated market growth by loosening the regulation restrictions on FDA’s approval
procedures applicable to existing medical devices.

In response to these market changes, Pear Therapeutics [7] received FDA approval
for the first time, and many companies worldwide are also developing digital therapeutics
products to diagnose and treat human diseases. For example, Pear Therapeutics’ substance
use disorder (SUD) treatment product, reSET, provides computerized behavioral therapy
as a mobile application. reSET has been approved as an FDA De Novo and can be supplied
in the prescription form to users aged 18 or older. It is a 90-day program that provides
users with treatment and management of addictions such as cocaine and alcohol. Pear
Therapeutics is also developing other DTx products to treat mental illnesses such as in-
somnia, schizophrenia, and post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). Another leading DTx
company approved by the U.S. FDA is Akili Interactive. Akili provides Endeavor Rx for
children with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) [8]. The product uses various
gamified content to help control their attention, work memory, and execution skills through
selective stimulus management engine (SSME) technology [9].

Most of the digital therapeutics products currently available in the global market are in
the form of exclusive software such as mobile applications or medical platforms. At present,
there are two primary forms of digital treatments: (1) software as a medical device (SaMD),
which serves various medical purposes through standalone software, as defined by the
International Medical Device Regulators Forum (IMDRF). SaMD encompasses healthcare
platforms and networks that do not require specific hardware devices. (2) software in a
medical device (SiMD), which shares a similar purpose but necessitates particular hardware.

For the definition of digital therapeutics, digital health and digital medicine are similar
terms that are often misused in research. Digital health has the most comprehensive scope,
and digital medicine and digital therapeutics are included in it. According to Figure 1,
clear clinical evidence is required to classify digital health medicine from digital health [10].
Digital health refers to technologies aimed at improving the user’s well-being or health in
everyday life, but it does not necessarily have to include clinical evidence. However, both
digital medicine and digital therapeutics require a definite medical evaluation. In particular,
to be classified as a digital therapeutic product, the medical technology must prove its
effectiveness with real-world data results through clinical trials.

Digital therapeutics is not just about digitizing existing medical treatment methods,
but it represents a new type of treatment software with various new computer technologies
applied in each process. From identifying specific user medical conditions to treating and
managing diagnosed disorders, DTx requires multiple cutting-edge technologies [11].

In this paper, we explain the latest technologies that should be considered for develop-
ing DTx and provide examples of major depressive disorder DTx designs. The products
in DTx consist of four main categories: data collection and preprocessing, data analysis
algorithms, HCI (human–computer interaction) factors, and recommendation systems
for treatment.

The core technologies in DTx consist of four main categories: data collection and
preprocessing, data analysis algorithms, HCI, and recommendation systems for treatment.
MDDs include both diagnosis and treatment of diseases that digital treatments can perform,
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and all four categories are essential to consider in each process. With the development of
smart devices, it is possible to identify symptoms in daily life. It also has the characteristics
of mental illnesses that require the daily application of various nondrug treatments, so an
expansion of the DTx system can be applied. The demand for mental illness treatment has
soared worldwide after the pandemic, and non-face-to-face systems have increased, so the
suggested DTx architecture will be a good stepping stone for human well-being. We expect
DTx companies to improve their product performance and digital health researchers to
expand the research scope to applicable methods in the growing digital therapeutics market.

Figure 1. Classification of Digital Health, Digital Medicine, and Digital Therapeutics.

2. Technologies in DTx

Papers on digital therapeutics published after 2019 organized the concept and trend of
the market and listed what types of latest technologies can be applied for future develop-
ment. We used the following search terms: “digital therapeutics”, “digital health”, “digital
medicine”. A total of 26 different research papers from Q1 journals, Q2 journals, and con-
ferences were selected to generate the foundation for this study. Subsequently, for each
technical section listed in this paper, more than 30 studies for each area were searched
under the same conditions. From the list, the optimal and most supporting studies for the
digital therapeutics field were found and listed. Finally, all papers referred to in this study
were searched on Google Scholar and PubMed.

Digital therapeutics have been actively applied in various medical fields, such as
chronic, physical, and mental diseases. Rather than simply digitizing existing diagnostic
and therapeutic methods, digital therapeutics companies have begun to incorporate treat-
ments that utilize computer technologies such as big data analysis, artificial intelligence
(AI) techniques, and machine learning (ML) algorithms.

The technology used in digital therapeutics can be mainly viewed from the perspective
of developers and actual service users. The left side of Figure 2 shows the essential steps
from the DTx service developer’s point of view and the technologies to be considered
for each implementation step. On the other hand, the right side of the Figure 2 presents
the technologies faced from the service user’s point of view. This section summarizes the
technologies that need to be considered in DTx development and commercialization into
four core categories.
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Figure 2. DTx technologies from two perspectives: system developer and system user.

2.1. Data Collection

In terms of data collection, accurate symptoms and severity must be identified first
before providing medical treatment to users. Although there are differences in diagnos-
tic criteria and methods for each disease, physical disorder diagnoses are usually made
through medical data collected in hospitals, while various rating scales are widely used for
mental illnesses. Medical image data or biosignal data have the advantage of observing the
objective state of the patient, but only the data of the specific day can be viewed [12]. In ad-
dition, the medical rating scales include questionnaires that can determine past conditions,
but it is less objective because the score highly depends on the patient’s self-response. How-
ever, digital therapeutics can consider objectivity and time series characteristics through
various types of data collection.

Many digital therapeutic products are currently developed in a mobile application
format. One of the valuable aspects of the mobile applications of DTx is that it can bring
additional data through the user’s wearable device. Various wearable sensor devices,
such as smartwatch types, bracelets, rings, necklaces, chest bands, and shoe insoles, have
been developed to gather human biosignal data. Photoplethysmogram (PPG) sensors are
the most widely utilized body indicators of heart-related data such as heart rate, heart
rate variability, and electrocardiogram [13]. In addition, user data can be collected with
various sensors of wearable devices, such as user activity detection using a gyroscope
and accelerometer, biological fluid calculation with a sweat-rate sensor [14], user motion
recognition using pressure sensors, and emotional state prediction using skin conductivity
and electromyography [15]. DTx products can optimize these user data to provide a more
objective treatment according to their target disorder.

In addition to collecting user data using mobile devices, disease-related data using
virtual reality (VR) devices have also been actively developed recently. VR devices were
adopted as exposure therapy devices provided to patients with mental illness in [16],
where they could create specific spaces and situations similar to reality. The treatment
and diagnosis of mental disorders are also continuously developing so that they can be
provided through VR devices, and as one of the representative examples, there is research
to identify and determine attention deficit and hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) symptoms
in children based on collected VR data [17]. That study generated a virtual environment to
collect data from users in multiple VR scenes, and an ADHD classification was conducted
with an AI model created through a DSM-5-based rating scale.

Data Preprocessing

Since the data accumulated from wearable sensors and smart devices cannot be directly
applied to algorithm analysis due to their high dimensionality and high noise rate [18],
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it must first undergo a noise filtering, feature selection, and extraction process to obtain
representative data features from the original dataset.

However, when collecting and applying data at both the development stage and
the actual service stage, it is essential to check whether the data contain critical personal
information that can infer a specific individual or not. Physical and psychological data
that determine the user’s medical condition are classified as personal health information
(PHI), which must be controlled under strict data protection regulations, especially in the
United States through the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) [19].
Therefore, user data should be collected without personal identification information or need
to be deidentified [20–22] through separate data preprocessing after the data collection step.

For example, Neamatullah et al. [20] developed a pattern-matching deidentification
algorithm based on the Perl language, to deidentify patients’ critical information from
medical records. With the program, they achieved an overall recall of 0.967 in deiden-
tification performance. On the other hand, Dernoncourt et al. [23] adopted a recurrent
neural network model to detect and deidentify PHI from patient medical notes. With a
bidirectional long short-term memory model structure, they increased the deidentification
performance to 0.9923 for the F1-score on the Multi-parameter Intelligent Monitoring for
Intensive Care (MIMIC) clinical dataset.

Including the above two methods, most of the deidentification processing techniques
currently applied in medical data analysis research are pseudonymization, aggregation,
data reduction, data suppression, and data-masking procedures. In public medical datasets,
a method of leaving only the data variables necessary for analysis is generally applied
through a data reduction method that removes all identifier information. When analyzing
the data collected by each medical institution, individual user information is modified
through pseudonymization, and critical features are deleted through data reduction. Af-
ter that, if necessary, data values such as age, height, and weight may be categorized before
use. The deidentification items of medical data are applied equally to comply with inter-
national standards in almost all institutions and differ only in their methods. In general,
deidentification is applied to medical record data simply by tagging, and artificial-neural-
network-based algorithms are applied to data with complex structures and dimensions,
such as medical images.

2.2. Data Analysis

Digital therapeutics require an accurate data analysis in both the development and
service steps, as shown in Figure 2. Since DTx utilizes medical datasets, a high rate of
sensitivity and specificity performance is required from the data analysis. For example,
during the development stage of DTx, it is necessary to analyze the processed research
data to generate algorithms for diagnosis, classification, and treatment recommendation.
Moreover, from the perspective of service users who wish to use DTx, they expect accurate
analysis results on their medical condition and optimally personalized treatments based on
their data. Therefore, AI technology using various machine learning techniques is applied
to each step.

2.2.1. Machine Learning for DTx

In previous research fields, medical data analysis has mainly focused on statistical
analysis techniques. However, the medical AI field is expanding with the development
of various machine learning algorithms that show higher classification performance by
repeatedly learning hidden data features that human eyes cannot recognize. By training
data features through deep neural network structures, it expanded its scope to specific
medical fields such as radiology [24], pathology [25], neuroscience [26], genetics [27],
mental illness [28], and various other chronic diseases.

DTx products utilize diagnostic or classification algorithms to analyze targeted ill-
nesses through medical AI technology and design their systems. When analyzing medical
image data, convolutional neural network (CNN)-based techniques such as prediction,
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classification, segmentation, and augmentation are performed to obtain meaningful infor-
mation and make decisions from the original input image. In addition, recurrent neural
network (RNN)-based algorithms and transformer-based encoder–decoder-structured al-
gorithms that can be applied to time-series data analysis are used because it is important to
check the state changes rather than diagnosing with a user’s static state.

Medical imaging is where machine learning techniques that identify data character-
istics and help make final decisions are currently being applied the most [29]. The paper
shows that learning techniques such as support vector machines and relevance vector ma-
chines are commonly used in the fields of computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) and functional
brain mapping. Through this, lesions and abnormalities are efficiently found in medical
images containing noise. In addition, similar machine learning algorithms have been used
in various ways in the field of lung disease brought on by COVID-19. Research has emerged
to find infected parts, evaluate the severity [30], and see accurate lesion positions through
lung CT images and X-ray images [31,32]. With this research, it has been confirmed that
machine learning algorithms can efficiently help humans to make medical decisions.

2.2.2. Federated Learning for DTx

Since digital therapeutics is a field that deals with sensitive medical data, it is required
to implement a deidentification process for the collected user data. In particular, in a model
training structure for machine learning, a method of collecting data at a single server site
or institution is required. Data leakage, invasion, or security attacks will likely occur in
this procedure. However, using a federated learning structure allows the researcher to be
relieved of data security concerns.

A federated learning (FL) algorithm does not collect data from users [33]. Instead,
the central server generates one initial global model. Then, it distributes the model weights
to the devices participating in the learning procedure, and each device learns the received
model weights in its data. After that, the updated model weight is transmitted back to the
central server from each user. The server finally integrates the collected model weights to
create a new global model. This whole process repeats until the model converges. As seen
from its structure, there is no movement of sensitive information from personal medical
records when using federated learning. Therefore, the server is secure in terms of user data
security or user data ownership because it cannot access or verify user information [34].

Various research studies have been conducted to use medical artificial intelligence
technology that applies federated learning in multiple directions to solve the limitations of
data regulations, such as the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [35] and Califor-
nia’s Privacy Rights Act (CPRA). For example, a study that applied a FL environment that
classified pediatric chest radiographs based on patients’ lung imaging data demonstrated
that using the FL structure could lead to a similar performance compared to existing ma-
chine learning techniques while maintaining compliance with data security regulations.
Medical federated learning research about diagnosing hypertrophic cardiomyopathy also
showed a similar diagnostic performance to the machine learning algorithm for collecting
sensitive medical datasets [36]. In addition to applying FL to medical image data, some
studies adopt patient biosignal datasets to analyze their diseases. Representative research
examples include classifying arrhythmia by applying federated learning into the CNN
analysis of electrocardiogram data, the Fed-REMCS (Real-time Emotion State Classification
from Multi-modal Streaming) study [37] that classified human emotions by analyzing
physiological signals, and the PFCM (Personalized Federated Cluster Model) study [38]
that analyzed depression severity through HRV analysis.

The analysis results through medical AI are incorporated into digital therapeutics,
and the system manages and treats the confirmed disease symptoms. However, there are
still limitations to applying federated learning to digital therapeutics beyond the field of
simple medical artificial intelligence research. Since most DTx products are mobile software,
the first consideration must be understanding the different hardware devices used by each
user. To apply digital therapeutics, it is necessary to use a hospital-to-patient structure for
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federated learning, as shown in Figure 3, among the structures presented in the previous
research [39]. Yet, efficient data processing through machine learning becomes problematic
since it uses a mobile platform. Recently, lightweight machine learning models such as
MobileNets [40] have also been developed for limited-resource environments. However,
it is still difficult to consider all the mobile user environments. In addition to resource
limitations, issues such as client management, responsibility, and traceability still need
to be solved in medical federated learning [41]. Furthermore, collecting and analyzing
user data will require implementing an FL system that can be comprehensively applied to
the DTx system, as data security or data ownership problems remain regardless of how
deidentifiable processing is adopted.

Figure 3. Top-down federated learning structure for digital therapeutics. The server distributes a
model to the individual clients to update the global model.

2.3. HCI Factors

Regardless of the kinds of technology implied in DTx, user interactivity must be
sufficiently satisfied. In the case of DTx, unlike conventional medical services, it is possible
to empower users to participate actively in treatment programs. However, at the same
time, since self-management is required, motivation must be provided for appropriate
compliance [42,43]. This empowerment and motivation can be provided through sufficient
interactivity of the services. For this, there are a few suggestions about user-centered human–
computer interaction components from earlier DTx studies. Furthermore, the therapeutic
alliance is also considered necessary, especially in mental-healthcare-related areas where
DTx has been most widely applied in recent years. The therapeutic alliance (TA), which
refers to the rapport and the relationship between physicians and patients in existing mental
health treatment programs, remains a crucial factor in digital formation [44]. Therefore,
to secure such a therapeutic alliance, the HCI factors must be considered [45].

To establish a TA, the difficulty of non-face-to-face conditions in DTx can be offset by
several HCI theories suggested by Tong et al. [46]. The persuasive system design (PSD)
contains four factors; primary task support, dialogue support, system credibility support,
and social support, which can advocate empathy and build the relationship between DTx
and the users [45,46].

For primary task support, minimizing the user’s participation effort must be accom-
panied by plenty of guides and explanations to change the user’s attitude. In addition,
it must provide personalized and trackable content to allow users to self-monitor their
activities. In dialogue support, patients need to be provided feedback through words,
images, symbols, or sounds, and it should be designed to appeal to users. Moreover, re-
wards, reminders, and suggestions that help to accomplish the task are essential in dialogue
support. On the other support, system credibility, the information provided in the service
must be truthful and appear knowledgeable and experienced. Moreover, although it is
digitized, it still needs to deliver real-world feelings behind the service. At last, for social
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support, providing shared services that can promote social learning, comparison, coopera-
tion and recognition are recommended [47]. If these HCI elements based on the PSD theory
are incorporated into digital therapeutics, it will form a therapeutic alliance, which will
increase the effectiveness of digital therapeutics.

In addition to forming a TA, long-term regular use of DTx requires user satisfaction [48].
For this sustainability, the perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, and attitude are
suggested in the existing technology acceptance model (TAM) [49]. The TAM model states
that in the acceptance of new technologies, the perceived usefulness and perceived ease
of use influence the attitudes in a positive or negative direction toward the service. These
attitudes are mediated to ultimately determine the intention to continue using the service
or product [50]. Depending on the characteristics of the service or product to be applied,
the variable of TAM is often expanded. In the DTx context, perceived enjoyment is often
considered as a compelling variable, and it has been proved that it does affect the intention
to use [51]. In this regard, successful digital treatment requires users to perceive the product
as easy to use and recognize that the program is beneficial to them. In addition, if a positive
attitude toward digital therapeutics is secured by delivering the perception that digital
therapeutics is enjoyable, users’ intention to continue using the product can be promoted.
To sum up, these perceptions will further induce appropriate compliance and regular use
of the DTx from users. Encompassing the HCI-related elements, the user system flowchart
shown in Figure 4 demonstrates the adjusted features specifically applicable to DTx.

Figure 4. Human-centered system flowchart proposed to increase the effectiveness of DTx.

2.4. Recommendation System

One of the most representative advantages of digital therapeutics compared to tradi-
tional treatment methods is that it can provide the most optimized treatment for individual
users based on the users’ data or record histories. This user customization is highly related
to a recommendation system (RS) that provides a personalized treatment design based on
user data. It is possible to suggest more dynamic treatments by collecting users’ daily data
from DTx products and not just relying on the treatment provided by hospitals collectively.

Typically, an RS provides customized systems to users using algorithms that are
content-based, collaborative, or hybrid filtering [52]. In particular, hybrid filtering has been
applied to extract hidden data features, program usage, and user information to calculate
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the similarity between users and systems. For example, in the RS field, there are studies on
content filtering systems that recommend subsequent media through simple user usage
records [53,54]. Many studies suggest movies or media by analyzing user review texts,
and image features using deep-neural-network-based algorithms [55–57].

The digital therapeutics products may apply a hybrid-filtering recommendation sys-
tem among the structures as shown in Figure 5. For example, Bhatti designed the clinical
care system, which used an fb-KNN algorithm-based RS for data collected when diag-
nosing and treating diseases [58]. Furthermore, Ihnaini presented a diabetes prediction
method, which adopted a machine-learning-based smart healthcare RS for electronic health
records [59]. As such, DTx can collect information about users from devices and mobile
applications and apply recommendation systems in more detail than pharmaceutical ap-
proaches or offline treatment programs. In the future, the performance of DTx products
will be determined based on how detailed the provided user-specific treatment is.

Figure 5. Recommendation System for Digital Therapeutics.

Moreover, it should be continuously developed to use an improved hybrid-filtering
recommendation system based on multiple data features extracted through machine learn-
ing algorithms.

When applying this recommendation system, personal health information protection
technologies should be considered together. Providing personalized therapeutic content
based on each user’s data variables and attributes means checking their own data. However,
this can make users feel that their information has been violated. Therefore, a recommenda-
tion algorithm based on federated learning described in Section 2.2.2 should be considered.
Rather than collecting and analyzing each user’s data, a structure that develops into a
separate recommendation algorithm with a personalized federated learning structure by
forming an initial global algorithm should be designed.

3. Major Depressive Disorder DTx

As an extension of the research from this paper, our research team is currently develop-
ing a digital therapeutics platform based on the aforementioned cutting-edge technologies.
The digital therapeutics platform is developed to efficiently diagnose major depressive
disorder (MDD) and provide customized management programs based on diagnosis re-
sults. The entire architecture is designed by incorporating technologies that can cover the
possible issues of traditional medical therapies while ensuring a high performance at each
stage of development. Based on this, we are conducting research and development with
the goal of delivering SaMD-format digital therapeutics to patients diagnosed with major
depressive disorder.

Major depressive disorder (MDD) is a mental disorder with symptoms that maintain
for more than two weeks of persistent depressed mood, changes in appetite, lethargy,
and sleep disorders. It is one of the most common disorders that occur in modern peo-
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ple. According to reports from the World Health Organization (WHO), the number of
people suffering from MDD worldwide exceeds 280 million, and approximately 60% of
suicide deaths worldwide are from people suffering from major depressive disorder. As a
diagnostic method, complex psychometric tests such as the Hamilton Depression Rating
Scale (HDRS), Hamilton Anxiety Rating Scale (HARS), Beck Depression Inventory (BDI),
and Patient Health Questionnaire-9 (PHQ-9), are performed under the supervision of
psychiatrists. Representative treatments for depression include antidepressant medica-
tions, electroconvulsive therapy (ECT), repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation therapy
(rTMS), and cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT). However, due to the low access to medical
healthcare and concerns about possible side effects from treatment methods, there is a need
for an adequately designed interactive system to provide comprehensive social care for
individuals with depression.

Therefore, we determined that a digital therapeutics platform was well-suited to ad-
dress the medical gaps in the care of patients with major depressive disorders and assist
psychiatrists in gaining more detailed insights into their patients’ daily conditions. By lever-
aging users’ everyday life data, we aimed to diagnose and recognize the severity and
characteristics of depression, with the ultimate goal of providing personalized treatment
interventions supported by AI technologies. In addition to technological considerations,
we also took into account four key points when designing this system.

1. Real-time user management.
2. Daily life management.
3. System usability.
4. Personalized treatment.

To this end, we created a complete DTx service that includes the use of hardware
devices, data categorization, preprocessing, analysis, user classification, and provision of
customized care. The specific process of the system is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Overall Architecture of Major Depressive Disorder Digital Therapeutics, Under Development.

First, user data are collected to determine depression severity and characteristics.
Then, the multimodal data preprocessing method is adopted to more accurately predict
user status, including information collected from multiple wearable devices and our mobile
application. As mentioned above, various depression rating scales have been used for
patient diagnosis tools. Still, they have a critical disadvantage in that they have to depend
on scale score results, which are easily affected by the patient’s daily condition. For example,
for depression, it is necessary to check that specific depression-related symptoms last for
more than two weeks. However, the diagnosis through a rating scale asks patients to judge
their condition for the past two weeks. Therefore, observing time-series changes in the
objective state is more accurate and can be continuously collected through wearable devices
and our SaMD mobile application.

Data collected from each device through our MDD DTx application go through a
preprocessing process at the server site. As described above, the data collected from the
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application are classified into personal health information (PHI) and may include users’
sensitive information. Therefore, our platform primarily reduces security risks through
data tokenization and anonymization in the data transmission process. In addition, critical
user information is excluded, and unnecessary signals generated from wearable device
data are removed through noise filtering from the tokenized data. Finally, as the last step in
the data processing, our platform extracts and observes representative data features from
the entire collected data through the feature extraction step for training.

To understand the user’s detailed characteristics through the multimodal approach,
data features that have undergone the preprocessing step are grouped into similar clusters
before the data analysis. Then, each feature group is analyzed through a machine learning
algorithm that fits its data structure. Since the disorder-related variables for each feature
group are different, our team did not integrate extracted data features into one embedding
layer. Therefore, each feature group with a biosignal, physical activity, voice, and text
separately has a corresponding machine learning algorithm. The trained result leads to
generating an integrated classifier, and at that time, the feature-trained result for the specific
feature collected from the DTx application is also added. At the beginning of the system,
the DTx usage information does not come in due to the lack of stored data, but the impor-
tance of this section increases as the user continues to use the DTx application. These results
significantly impact user classification and personalized-intervention-providing algorithms.

As mentioned in the previous section, one of the most significant advantages of digital
therapeutics is that it can provide individually customized treatments to each user, unlike
conventional treatment methods. Pharmacological treatment can also be personalized,
such as changing the type of drug or dosage according to user experience or treatment
effect, but it cannot reflect patient changes according to treatment effect or customize
according to patient characteristics. Therefore, our research team used a hybrid-filtering
recommendation system based on collected user data to provide user-customized treatment
programs. For example, MDD has a huge variance in cause and severity from person to
person, and the optimal treatment methods based on these factors are all different. We
provide personalized depression intervention, which is strictly implemented based on
a medically proven mechanism of action (MoA), to our users. It is designed to suggest
individualized treatment processes to all users by considering their biological, physical,
and psychological factors through data analysis and user classification algorithms.

In addition, a human-centered design that can be used for a long time is also reflected
in our MDD DTx in consideration of the characteristics of diseases that are difficult to treat
in a short time. For this, virtual agents are provided within the system to form a therapeutic
alliance. In addition, in order to provide a better understanding of the system, the content
for explanations and guides is provided separately. Moreover, because the secure credibility
of the system is important, the image of a doctor who can be easily trusted is used in the
system. These elements are reflected in our DTx system, and as an output, appropriate
rewards, reminders, and suggestions are provided to users according to the use of the
system. There is also a page where users can always see their usage data. The developing
DTx for MDD followed the human-centered system flowchart suggested earlier. We expect
that through this human-centered design, we can secure ease, usefulness, and enjoyment,
leading to users’ continuous use.

Currently, antidepressant treatment is provided to patients as the most effective
treatment for major depressive disorders, and patients visit medical institutions regularly
to continue treatment. Still, the need for daily life management during long visit cycles
remains a problem to be solved. With the DTx architecture presented in the study, it will
be possible to check and analyze the user’s condition in real time to derive the optimal
treatment effect for the user and prevent potential accidents. As a result, the spread of DTx
systems is expected to help innovate in public healthcare by providing solutions for mental
illness, which causes high suicide rates worldwide.
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4. Discussion

With the development of computer technology and software platforms such as mo-
bile applications worldwide, diagnostic and treatment methods for human diseases are
also changing in an innovative direction, digital therapeutics. The DTx market is ex-
pected to expand to USD 7.1 billion by 2025. However, so far, research on DTx only
addresses the limitations of clinical regulation or the effectiveness of its own clinical solu-
tions. Therefore, continuous development will be needed to provide optimal solutions to
meet growing demand.

The field is gradually developing through applying the latest technologies, from col-
lecting user data in the DTx development and service to providing treatment back to the
user, using data anonymization, deidentification, and federated learning for secure data
processing, feature extraction for observing hidden data characteristics, various machine
learning analysis for efficient results, and recommendation systems for providing users
with optimized treatment processes. This way, the technologies are integrated at each stage
to complete a new medical platform for the target disease.

This paper described the latest technologies to be applied in the process of developing
solutions. Differentiated digital therapeutic solutions can only be created when advanced
technologies are involved, from data collection to solution provision, beyond simply
digitizing existing treatments. We used a comprehensive architecture of major depression
digital treatments under development as an example to convey clear technical directions
that markets should pursue.

The DTx platform for major depressive disorders introduced in this paper is currently
undergoing software certification in the development stages and is nearing the commence-
ment of clinical trials in the Republic of Korea. Therefore, detailed information regarding
the extracted data feature types, examples of customized treatment programs, and the
specific number of classes used for the DTx user classification was not disclosed in this
paper, as it falls beyond the scope of the overall architecture introduction. Subsequent
studies will focus on the effectiveness and performance of digital treatments for major
depressive disorders based on the results of the clinical trial conducted on our MDD plat-
form. Furthermore, our team will also explore specific advantages of DTx, including user
satisfaction and compliance, in addition to assessing the treatment performance of MDD
DTx on patients.

5. Conclusions

Unlike conventional clinical methods, the digital therapeutics market provides com-
plex solutions based on hardware and software technologies. It is necessary to develop a
way that can collect data in various situations and dynamically provide optimal diagnostic,
management, and treatment solutions. This research summarized technologies and exam-
ples that need to be applied at each stage and proposed an entire architecture to inform
solution developers and providers.
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